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OBAMA’S SENDING US TO MARS 2112 was commissioned and first produced 
by The Tank (Rosalind Grush + Rania Jumaily, Co-Artistic Directors) as a part of 
the inaugural performance of their series The Fast and the Furious: Rapid 
Responses to Current Events at The Tank in New York City, on October 13, 
2016. It was performed by Kev Berry. 
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Who 
A man 
 
Where 
A stage 
 
When 
This week 
 
What It Looks Like 
A stage 
He’s in jeans and a t-shirt 
There’s a music stand with the script 
And three cliplights attached    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This one’s for Rigel 
 

-kb 
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“We have set a clear goal vital  
To the next chapter of America's story in space 
Sending humans to Mars by the 2030s  
And returning them safely to Earth  
With the ultimate ambition  
To one day remain there for an extended time” 
 
Barack Obama 

 “America will take the giant leap to Mars” 
 CNN Op-Ed, October 11, 2016 
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   *** 
 
   A man 
   Alone  
   Onstage 
   On a stage 
   A man alone 
   Black t-shirt and jeans 
   A music stand with three clip lights attached 
   A green bulb a blue bulb a red bulb 
 
  MAN 
Could we turn these lights out please 
 
   The lights are turned off 
 
Maybe give some blue light 
 
   He switches on the blue clip light 
 
Maybe some green 
   
   He switches on the green clip light 
 
Maybe 
Since we’re going to Mars 
Some red would be appropriate 
 
   He switches on the red clip light 
   He looks like a floating alien head 
   Sort of 
 
Obama’s sending us to Mars by 2030 
Not all of us no 
Just some 
Not you 
Not me 
Geniuses 
Genius scientists 
Genius anthropologists 
I am none of those things 
And neither are any of the rest of us in this room 
As far as I know at least 
 
None of us are going to Mars 
But Obama’s sending us to Mars by 2030 
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I guess he’ll need a hobby once Hillary takes over 
George W Bush took up painting 
John Quincy Adams was into skinny-dipping 
Barack Obama has pledged to get humans to Mars by the year 2030 
 
One of my earliest memories is 
The Hale-Bopp Comet 
Standing on the lawn 
Every night 
For weeks on end 
Watching her suspended there 
There in the space 
The space of outer space 
Framed by the low hedgerow to the left of our front door 
And by the trees that stretched skyward down the block 
Watching her suspended there 
Night after night 
One of my earliest memories  
Is standing on the lawn with Dad 
Watching her 
Asking him 
How Big Is It 
Bigger than Earth  
He told me 
 
And it’s in this moment 
That I realized 
 
We Are Small 
 
I still have the same sense of wonder about space 
As I did as a child 
I have no idea how fucking big it is 
I have no fucking idea how small it is 
I just know 
I really don’t matter 
I just know 
You really don’t matter 
Every time I think about how little I matter 
In the grand scheme of the grand scheme of things 
Not in the here and now sense 
As in 
I matter to you 
And you matter to me 
But the matter of the fact of the matter 
Is that we’re just matter and electrical impulses 
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Every time I think about how little I matter 
I get dizzy 
 
Last year alone 
NASA discovered flowing water on Mars 
And ice on one of Jupiter’s moons 
And we saw Pluto sending us love from three billion miles away 
Distant stars have Earth-like sisters floating in the  
So-called golden range 
 
And so 
Because of these discoveries 
Elon Musk 
And Barack Obama 
And probably Richard Branson 
Are in their own little space race 
To see who can kill the largest number of people first 
On the way to Mars 
 
There once was a boy name Jim 
He grew up to be an incredibly successful scientist 
He had a twin brother named Tim 
Who also grew up to be an incredibly successful scientist 
Jim was one of the select few lucky enough to have been chosen  
To go to Mars  
To colonize it 
Because colonialism now extends 
To outer space  
Tim was one to the select few lucky enough to have 
Landed a significant other  
Gotten engaged 
On his way to marriage 
 
Jim trained and trained and trained and trained and trained and trained 
Gave his brother a hug 
Said 
“See ya never” 
Boarded the spaceship 
And went off to Mars 
In the eight-month interim between take off and landing on the Red Planet 
Jim has a miserable time on the spaceship 
The food fucking sucks 
The company is all fucking nerds 
And once he finished reading all of his books 
What was there to do 
Take up a hobby like painting or skinny-dipping 
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No 
They land on Mars 
After taking some cool Insta photos 
They quickly start to wonder  
“Is that all there is to the circus” 
And cabin fever sets in  
And he realizes that it is likely that  
No one on Earth will ever hear news of his death 
 
Back on Earth 
Tim gets married 
Has a few kids 
Travels extensively 
Constantly discovering new parts of the planet Earth with his family 
Reads at least a book a week 
Makes scientific discoveries that actually help people 
Maybe he cures cancer 
Maybe he creates the Zika vaccine 
Maybe he finds a less destructive way to abolish the AIDS virus  
From an infected victim’s body 
Lives happily 
Doesn’t get cabin fever 
Is cremated  
Is celebrated in a beautiful memorial service 
 
Tim has seen The Martian 
Tim knows The Martian is fiction and is a shitty movie 
But Tim knows that that life isn’t for him 
Tim didn’t wanna give that up 
It scares me that folks want to go to Mars 
Sure there’s plenty to want to escape 
To need to escape here on Earth 
But there’s so much more to see 
It’s a constant just around the river bend type of thing 
Hopefully something beautiful 
Constantly something new 
Not always easy to deal with 
Not always hard  
 
I’d prefer Barack Obama  
Bring back a defunct family theme restaurant  
Beneath the Circle in the Square Theatre 
That is entered after a brief trip on a motion simulator ride 
And where the food is monumentally shitty 
 
I’d prefer Barack Obama 
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Bring back temporary escapism 
And not invite us to think about  
The constant terror I imagine would come along with 
Going to Mars by 2030 
 
One of my earliest memories  
Is standing on my lawn with my Dad 
Watching the Hale-Bopp Comet 
My mom had just passed away 
I was seven 
“I want to go to space” 
I said to my dad 
“I want to go to space” 
 
   He leans down and picks up the extension cord 
   Into which the clip lights are plugged 
 
“No you don’t Kevin 
No 
You don’t” 
 
   He unplugs the extension cord 
    
   Blackout 
   
   End of Play 
 
 
 
 


